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Preamble: Whereas 12 to 20 million illegal immigrants live in the United States, and since
500,000 farm workers are illegal immigrants, and since 51% of Mexican immigrant families
are on at least one major welfare program, and since the United States spends between 11
and 22 billion on immigration enforcement and welfare a year, and since approximately
400,000 Mexican immigrants cross the border into the United States annually, and since US
border control only has “effective control” of less than 700 of 1,954 miles of the border, and
since there are 46 legal Mexican-American border crossing areas, and since there are 21,000
Americans working as border control,

SECTION 1:  Increase programs to prevent illegal immigrants from entering the U.S. by--
Sub-SECTION A: Requiring all border crossings to have American workers
during all hours of operation.
Sub-SECTION B: Increasing highway checks and road blocks in border states.
Sub-SECTION C: Increasing border patrol size by 25%, areas monitored by 300
miles, and number of patrols per day by 25%.

SECTION 2: Increase regulations inside of the U.S. to help find and regulate illegal aliens
already in the U.S. by--

Sub-SECTION A: Increasing IRS audits to businesses in border states and states
with a high population of illegal immigrants in order to find businesses hiring
illegal aliens. Any illegal immigrant found working and not aiming towards
becoming a citizen will be fined, if not able to pay fine, they will be detained for
31 day period.
Sub-SECTION B: Enacting 25,000 dollar fines for each illegal worker on
companies who knowingly and willingly hire illegal immigrants not on track to
citizenship as workers.
Sub-SECTION C: Ratifying tax endowments of 1,000 dollars for companies
who fully disclose employee lists and information and are not found to be
employing illegal immigrants once every 5 years.
Sub-SECTION D: Having government officials make physical checks of
businesses and their employees, in cooperation with audits.

SECTION 3: Require all welfare programs to necessitate immigration status before
providing services.

Sub-SECTION A: Immigrants on track to citizenship and naturalization may be
considered for welfare.

SECTION 4: This bill will be enacted in 90 days maximum.




